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TETRAD Reservoir Simulation 

Mike Shook 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 

ABSTRACT 

The complexities of operating a geothermal field 
make it useful to incorporate reservoir 
simulation in the suite of tools available for the 
management of the resource. The criteria used 
in selecting a useful numerical simulator include 
such issues as ease of use, input/output options, 
and continued user support. The simulator must 
be validated to ensure that it yields "correct" 
results. Having been validated, the simulator 
can then be used to improve the predictive 
capabilities required to optimize geothermal 
resource management. 

The simulator TETRAD is used by INEL's 
Geothermal Reservoir Technology Program, 
based on the selection criteria noted above. Code 
validation was achieved through the solution of 
the Stanford Geothermal Problem Set. TETRAD 
was then used in a parametric evaluation of 
reservoir properties. The parametric study 
demonstrates the importance of various input 
parameters to accurate simulation. Parameters 
investigated include reservoir structure, relative 
permeability- and capillary pressure-saturation 
relationships, and dual porosity parameters. 
field scale study is also presented that shows the 
importance of considering reservoir structure 
and the location of other wells in siting new 
wells. 

A 

INTRODUCTION 

Geothermal resources constitute an important 
renewable energy resource in the US and 
worldwide. Management of such a resource 
requires an understanding of a complex set 
interactions that include interphase mass 
transfer, convection of fluids, and conductive and 
convective transfer of energy. 
nature of these phenomena requires that these 

The coupled 
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issues be considered simultaneously, making the 
study of these processes still more difficult. 

Reservoir engineering (and therefore, reservoir 
management decisions) in the geothermal 
industry have historically relied on the use of 
decline curves to predict reservoir behavior. 
This has perhaps been a prudent approach for 
much of the industry, since computer simulation 
studies in the past have required use of large, 
expensive computers, and numerical simulators 
have been less than "user friendly." 
curve analysis, on the other hand, is inexpensive 
and gives reasonable accuracy for a wide variety 
of conditions. The most notable limitation of 
decline curve analysis is the inability to forecast 
changes within the reservoir. It is this limitation 
that makes numerical simulation more 
attractive.  

Decline 

Recent developments in the microcomputer 
industry have removed many of the restrictions 
associated with computer simulation studies. 
These machines are powerful enough, and have 
sufficient memory that numerical models that 
previously required mainframe computers to 
run are now used on microcomputers. 
code developers have responded to this new 
class of user, and simulators are becoming more 
user friendly. Costs, of both the computers and 
simulation codes, have also declined, so that 
even the smaller independent operators can 
incorporate numerical simulations in their 
reservoir engineering studies. 

Numerical 

The purpose of this paper is to review the steps 
required to select, validate, and use reservoir 
simulation in the management of geothermal 
resources. Selection criteria and validation are 
briefly discussed. 
summarized that demonstrate the utility of 
reservoir simulation. 

Finally, two studies are 

THE SELECTION PROCESS 

Two very 'general steps are required before 
incorporating reservoir simulation as an 
engineering tool: selection and validation. The 
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selection process actually consists of striking a 
balance between code complexity and "user 
friendliness", input/output options v s .  
requirements, and continued user support. 
Questions that should be asked at this stage 
include: "Does this code solve problems of 
interest to my company? How easy is it to 
identify and modify input parameters? 
input options available to facilitate such 
changes? Do I need such options? Can I view 
the output graphically without much additional 
effort? 
and user problems?" The simulator ultimately 
selected will satisfy all of the requirements of 
the buyer, and as many as "wants" as possible, 
while minimizing the "don't wants". 
example, a geothermal operator would not select 
a simulator written for isothermal problems 
only, but might be interested in a code that has 
no input or output options, as long as the vender 
maintains the code and distributes frequent 
updates .  

Are 

Is the vender sensitive to industry needs 

For 

It should be noted that the selection process is a 
purely subjective process, in that requirements 
are different and "ease of use" means different 
things to different users. 

EXAMPLE SELECTION AND VALIDATION 

INEL's Geothermal Reservoir Technology 
Program uses a commercial simulator known as 
TETRAD. TETRAD is a three dimensional, 
multiphase, multicomponent, finite difference 
simulator. The code is written in standard 
FORTRAN 77, and can run on any machine from a 
'386 PC to a supercomputer. In geothermal 
mode (one of 4 application modes available) it is 
capable of handling an arbitrary number of 
aqueous species and non-condensible gases 
Physical phenomena that can be modelled 
include phase partitioning of components, 
conductive and convective heat flow, relative 
permeability effects, flow in fractured media, 
capillary pressure, heat losses to confining beds, 
pressure support from adjacent aquifers, and 
adsorption/desorption of steam. 

Input to TETRAD is controlled through two 
means. The typical input file generally 
associated with numerical simulation is used. 
The input data in this file are "keyword driven", 
so the meaning of the input data is readily 
known. In addition, one the the keywords 
activates a second input file that can include 
contoured reservoir data (thickness, pressure, 

temperature, saturations, etc) and deviated well 
coordinates. 
default values that are used unless overwritten 
by the user. 

Many of the input data also have 

Output options from TETRAD are as varied as the 
input. TETRAD writes up to three output files: a 
printed output containing various (user 
specified) simulation information, a second file 
containing well histories for plotting, and a third 
file containing user specified variables for 
contour plotting. 
output is also user controlled, so the user can get 
as much or as Iittle information as they require. 

Frequency of writing this 

User support has also been a mainstay of the 
TETRAD code. One user workshop was sponsored 
by the Geothermal Resources Council in 
November 1990, and another is planned for June 
1992. 
release has new or improved features. 
features and "bug reports" are summarized in 
each version's user manual (Vinsome, 1991). 

New releases are frequent, and each 
New 

VALIDATION OF TETRAD 

Having selected TETRAD for use in INEL's Res 
Tech program, the next step of the process was 
to validate the code. The validation step is 
extremely important, and insures that the 
simulator is capable of solving the highly non- 
linear equations of mass and heat flow 
accurately. For the purposes of this validation 
exercise, the 1980 Stanford Geothermal Problem 
Set was selected (Stanford Special Panel, 1980). 
Each of the geothermal problems were set up 
and run on TETRAD, and results obtained were 
compared with those presented in the Stanford 
report. This validation study demonstrated that 
TETRAD solved all of the geothermal problem 
sets with similar accuracy as those simulators 
summarized in the Stanford report, and can 
therefore be used in additional studies with 
confidence. Details of the validation exercise are 
given by Shook and Faulder (1991). 

USES OF A GEOTHERMAL SIMULATOR 

Having demonstrated the steps of selection and 
validation, we now show two examples of the 
utility of reservoir simulation. 
reported here are summarized from ongoing 
work at INEL. 
Shook (1992) and Faulder (1992). 

The results 

Additional details are given in 
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One of the biggest problems in simulation studies 
in the geothermal field is the lack of data 
required in the simulations. 
fundamental petrophysical properties (eg, 
relative permeability, or capillary pressures) 
have not been measured. Other reservoir 
properties (eg, fracture spacing, or reservoir 
structure) are only approximately known. In 
that these are the data generally required as 
input for simulation studies, the irony is evident. 

In many cases 

Of course, we can overcome such problems by 
conducting sensitivity studies on the effects of 
these data on energy recovery. 
estimate what effect an error in (for example) 
reservoir structure has on recovery. Those 
parameters that exhibit little influence on the 
processes of interest can be ignored; clearly 
approximations for these variables are sufficient. 

We can then 

A base case reservoir description was selected 
that was representative of Geysers properties, 
and is consistent with data published for The 
Geysers over many years. 
properties were selected to simplify the base 
case. For example, fracture spacing, 
permeabilities and porosities are all constant. 
Also, relative permeability curves used in the 
fractures were such that no total mobility 
reduction occurred in multi-phase flow (eg, no 
phase interference effects). 
the base case data are given in Shook (1992). 

Certain petrophysical 

Additional details of 

The exploitation scenario for the study is as 
follows. From an initial equilibration period, the 
four production wells are produced on a surface 
flowing pressure constraint of 150 psia. 
10 years of production only, an injection well is 
opened, and a 30% reinjection of produced mass 
begins. This scenario follows, in a generic sense, 
historical practices at The Geysers - that of a 
period of production and depletion of the 
working fluid followed by an attempt to 
replenish the working fluid thrpugh reinjection. 
The times selected in this study are arbitrary, 
and are not meant to reflect any specific area of 
The Geysers. 

After 

Parameters that were examined in this study 
include petrophysical relationships and reservoir 
properties, and are summarized in Table 1. 
order to measure the effect of the variables 
studied, we have elected to compare rates of 
energy recovery and ultimate recovery between 
the various runs and the base case. Results from 
this study are summarized in Figures 1-2. 

In 

In 

these figures rate of energy recovery as well as 
ultimate energy recovery for each of the runs 
(associated with a single change in the base case 
description) is normalized by the base case 
energy recovery. This facilitates comparing the 
effects of the different parameters examined. 
From these figures, several observations can be 
made. 
here, well decline rates varied between 10 and 
14 per cent (harmonic), and the range of 
ultimate energy recovery is over 160%. As can 
be seen in Figure 2, fracture spacing exerts the 
greatest influence of energy recovery (73%, 
compared to the base case recovery), followed 
by capillary pressure-saturation relationships 
(117% of BC recovery). Correct accounting for 
reservoir structure also affects simulation 
results, as shown here. The final category of 
properties, those of relative permeability 
functions in the fractures, exerted the least 
influence on energy recovery. In fact the 
presence of a "mobility hole" in the fracture 
relative permeability functions is what caused 
this difference in energy recovery, not the 
presence of residual saturations. 

For the ranges of variables examined 

This study is summarized in Table 2. 

The importance of a study of this type is twofold. 
First, results from this study can be used as an 
indicator for which reservoir properties exert 
greatest influence on reservoir behavior, and 
therefore whose acquisition should be most 
actively sought. Also, this study tends to suggest 
the degree of accuracy that can be obtained from 
simulation studies, using currently available 
data.  

The following example of the applications of 
reservoir simulation is taken in part from 
Faulder (1992). Acknowledging the recent 
productivity and pressure declines in The 
Geysers and the shortage of additional water 
available for injection, Faulder began looking at 
areas of historical injection in an attempt to 
evaluate injection efficiency. After history 
matching past injection, the goal of the study is 
to examine different injection schemes, and to 
improve use of injectate. 

The first area is historical injection studied is the 
Unit 13 area (see Figure 3). Unit 13 was chosen 
because of its long history of injection and the 
availability of data in the geothermal literature. 
In this study, Faulder first developed a reservoir 
description from the available literature, 
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including deviated well coordinates from open 
records. 
through two injectors, a three component system 
was used: one for the initial fluid in place, a 
second for injector 11, and a third for 12. Use of 
multiple fluid components enables the tracking 
of injectate from each well, to determine the 
relative contribution of each well. 
wells" that produced appreciable amounts of 
injection derived steam (IDS, based on isotopical 
shifts in the produced fluids) were used to 
compare simulated injectate recovery with 
observed results. 

In that injection was performed 

Six "key 

Although the results presented by Faulder 
(1992) are preliminary in nature, several key 
observations were made. First, he noted the 
importance of reservoir structure in the 
movement of injectate. Simulation results 
suggest that injectate from I1 moved down 
structure and quenched the area surrounding 
the I2 injector prior to 12's being used. 
shown in Figure 4. It is not possible to 
discriminate between injectate from I1 or I2 in 
reality; however, simulated IDS from 12 was 
very low. Because of the relationship between 
structure and recovery of IDS, Faulder suggests 
that a prudent injection strategy can be designed 
that takes the structural aspect of the reservoir 
into account. Research in this area continues to 
be high priority at INEL. 

This is 

SUMMARY 

Reservoir simulation has historically been 
omitted from reservoir engineering in the 
geothermal industry. This was in part been due 
to the expense associated with such studies, and 
in part because of the lack of "user friendly" 
numerical simulators. A new generation of both 
computers and simulation codes has removed 
the problems of incorporating numerical studies 
in the suite of tools used in the management of 
such resources. 

The steps required to begin simulation studies 
has been outlined. 
decision-making step of selection of the 
appropriate simulator and the validation of the 
simulator against the problem type of interest. 
The commercial code TETRAD was shown to be 
flexible, easy to use, and well-supported. 
TETRAD was validated against the 1980 Stanford 
Geothermal Problem Set, and was shown to be 
capable of solving such problems of mass and 
energy flow. 

These steps include a 

The validated TETRAD was then used in variety 
of studies. Two such studies were summarized 
here. 
the importance of various reservoir parameters 
in accurate reservoir simulation. This study 
concluded that reservoir structure, fracture 
spacing, and capillary pressure-saturation 
relationships exert the most influence on energy 
recovery, and showed what effect uncertainties 
in reservoir properties have in simulation 
results. 

In the first, a parametric study showed 

The second study presented here showed the 
importance of locating injectors, with reservoir 
structure and past injection history two 
dominant factors. This study also showed that 
TETRAD is capable of performing field-scale 
studies, and can be used to improve use of 
inject ate. 
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Table 1. Summary of Parametric Study 

STR2 

KRJl 

KRJ2 

KRJ3 

PC 1 

PC2 

PC3 

FS 1 

RUN NAME I Parameter(s) Varied I C o m m e n t s  
I 

Reservior Structure 

Rel. Perms in fractures 

Re1 perms in fracture 

Re1 perms in matrix 

Capillary pressure 

Initial Liquid saturation 

Pc and initial liquid saturation 

Fracture Spacing and transfer 

I I 

STR 1 I Reservoir Structure I "Correct" reservoir top only; flat reservoir 

FS2 
function both varied also doubled 
Fracture Spacing only Fracture spacing doubled, transfer spacing 

bottom 
"Correct" top and bottom of reservoir 

"Mobility Hole" present, no residual 
saturations in fractures 
"Mobility Hole" and residual saturations 

present in fractures 
Relative perm curves more curved in matrix 
than in base case 
Weak Pc-Sw function, large initial liquid 
saturation in matrix 
No Pc, initial liquid saturation low 

Pc present and fairly large due to low initial 
s w  
Fracture spacing doubled, transfer spacing 

I I lsame as base case 

Table 2. Energy Recovery as a Function of Reservoir Property 

Paramete r 

Reservoir Structure 

Ranaes of Enerav Recovery 
(Normalized by Base Case Recovery) 

Ranaa BQaLmm 

1.0 - 1.14 (+14%) 

Relative Permeability 0.95 - 1.07 (+7%) 

Capillary Pressure/ 
initial Liquid Saturation 

Fracture Spacing/ 
Shape Factor 
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0.84 - 1.2 (20%) 

0.74 - 1.07 (26%) 
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Figure 1. Comparisons in Decline Rates as a 
Function of Parameters Studied 
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Figure 2. Energy Recovery as a Function of Reservoir 
Parameters, Normalized by Base Case Recovery. 
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Figure 3. 

Study area 

Study Area for Historical Injection Studies (from Faulder, 1992) 
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